Tips to Keep Your Joints Healthy to Prevent Injury
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ith 230 joints in your body there is
plenty of opportunity for joint pain.
While pain can originate from the
normal wear and tear on joints, it can also
result from a single traumatic event, such as
a fall. Many people can sidestep pain and
prevent injury by keeping their joints healthy.
Your joint health strategy depends on your
genetics, age and level of activity.
“If your father had a knee replacement or if
your mom had both hips replaced, arthritis
may run in the family,” explains Paul
Harasimowicz, MD, an orthopedic surgeon at
Nashoba Valley Medical Center. “Of course,
you have no control over your genetics, but
you can control the other major factor in
keeping your joints healthy: conditioning.”

Condition Yourself for Success
Preparing for an activity is important and
requires conditioning. “You can’t just rely on
doing an activity,” says Harasimowicz. “If you
don’t train, you’re more prone to injuries.”
Typically, two strength training sessions a
week will maintain your strength. As you begin
way to conditioning yourself to do more,
your training, choose a weight you can lift
easily 15 to 20 times and as you get stronger, while safely protecting your joints.”
increase the weight and decrease repetitions.
Other low-impact activities that promote
joint health include ballroom or line
dancing, yoga, taking the stairs whenever
Find Strength in Everyday Activities
possible, and walking 30 minutes a day.
There are worthwhile joint health activities
that don’t involve sports and many exercises
Pinpoint Your Injury and
are waiting right outside your door. Yard work
such as pruning for the winter and planting
Take a Wellness Approach
for the spring is excellent exercise. But, if you
Education, physical therapy, pain
haven’t been exercising, your back may be in
management and orthopedic care are
no condition to work at activities like these for
all part of the wellness approach the
eight hours. Instead, separate your yard work
orthopedics team provides at Nashoba Valley
time into 20 minute intervals.
Medical Center. Joint pain doesn’t mean
“Something as simple as a 10-minute walk,
that you need a surgery. There are a lot of
everyday, can benefit your joint health,” says
non-surgical options, like physical therapy,
Nashoba Valley Medical Center Orthopedic
and choosing the best treatment begins with
Surgeon Stephen Simpson, MD. “Your
working with a specialist to pinpoint the
endurance will improve, you’ll feel better and
cause and source of pain.
you’ll sleep better at night. You’ll be on your
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We are Here to Help
If you are experiencing joint pain or
discomfort the orthopedic specialists
at Nashoba Valley Medical Center can
help determine the cause of your pain
and design a comprehensive treatment
plan specific to your individual needs.
To schedule a consultation with one of our
orthopedic specialist, visit www.nashobamed.
org/Nashoba-Valley/Services-and-ClinicalCenters/Orthopedics or call the Steward
DoctorFinder™ at 1-800-488-5959.

